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Abstract 
Berthold, D., On the stability of the classical collocation method for Cauchy-type singular integral equations, 
Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 43 (1992) 171-184. 
The classical collocation method for Cauchy-type singular integral equations of the second kind on an interva! 
using Gaussian quadrature rules with respect to Jacobi nodes is investigated. In general, the nodes and the 
weights of the quadrature rules can only be evaluated approximately. In the present paper the question is 
answered how precise our knowledge about them must be in order to ensure that the corresponding algebraic 
system of equations is solvable yet and its solution is close to the solution of the exact system. 
Keywords: Cauchy-type singular integral equation; classical collocation method; numerical stability. 
1. Introduction 
In the recent two decades lots of papers have been concerned with the numerical solution of 
Cauchy-type singular integral equations over an interval, where the so-called classical colloca- 
tion or quadrature method plays an important role by reason of the simplicity of its implemen- 
tation. Many proofs of the convergence of this method and error estimates under various 
assumptions were given [1,2,4-7,9,lG,12,14,19,21]. All of these estimates are based upon the 
fact that the matrix and the right-hand side of the corresponding algebraic system of equations 
are available exactly. However, in general the parameters (zeros of certain orthogonal polyno- 
mials and their Christoffel numbers) needed to establish that algebraic system of equations can 
only be evaluated approximately. Thus, the question we are nevertheless left with is how 
precise our knowledge about these parameters must be in order to ensure that the system of 
equations is solvable yet and its solution is close to the solution of the exact system. Among the 
papers we know there is not anyone which investigates this topic. 
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In the present paper we will study this question for the quadrature method for the equation 
b 1 a(x)o(x)u(x) + -/ u(t)o(t) dt 1 1 
+- 
t-x / 
k(x, t)u(t)a(t) dt =f(x), (1 1) . 
Tr -1 v -1 
x E Q - 1, 1). Here Q, k and f are given Holder continuous functions on [ - 1, l] and [ - 1, l]*, 
respectively, where a is real-valued, and b is a real number different from zero. Furthermore, 
ing [3.12,19] the weight function o(t) = (1 - t)“(l + t)?fil(t)//~, with - 1 < ~1, 
1 and a certain function In being positive and continuous on [ - 1, 11, was chosen in 
pendence on the coeffkients Q and b, such that the operator 
1 
A:=aal+bSol, G(x)=--/ 
1 u(t) dt 
-1 t-x ’ 
II identity, 
lynomials into polynomials. Moreover, A is a Fredholm operator in the pair of spaces 
(Li, L;), /A = [~(a’+ b*)]-‘, with index K E ( - 1, 0, l}, cf. [3,12,19]. Here LL denotes the 
Hilbert space of complex-valued measurable functions on ( - 1, 1) for which the norm I] f ]I o is 
finite. where 
& Usual&, in Case K = 1 for uniqueness of the solution of (1.1) we additionally require that 
(12) 
where denotes the function which is identical 1. Otherwise, if K = - 1, for solvability we 
(k(-, ‘), l),=o, (13) . 
for all L’ E [ - 1, 11. Define 
1 1 
Ku(x) = - / n -1 
k(x, t)u(t)o(t) dt, 
x E [ - 1, I]. In the sequel, we will always assume that the homogeneous equation (1.1) (with 
attention to (1.2) and ( 1.3), respectively) only possesses the trivial solution in Lt. This 
guarantees the unique solvability of (A + K)u = f, cf. [5,12,14]. 
Let (p,l~=, and {~~}~+ be systems of normed orthogonal polynomials with respect to the 
scalar products ( 0, - ), and ( ., - I,, respectively, and deg pn = deg qn = n. Further, let t, k, 
k I ,..., n, and x ., j= 1 :. . . , n, be the zeros of the polynomials p and q respectively, in 
deireasing order. s$ L& we denote the class of all po!vnomials of “degree ikss than n with 
complex coefficients. The Christoffel function with regaid to the weight u is defined for all 
zscaridall n=l,2,... by 
l’, II,“: L;, E n,, l&( 2) = l}. 
In particular, then the Christoffel numbers with regard to (r are obtained by 
r,_, =r,,(t,& k = l,..., n. 
With these notations the Gaussian quadrature rule 
k-l 
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holds true, which is exact in case u E I&,,. Setting C, := 
x;,,r, k 
v ‘/! ,o(t) dt, in particular, we get 
= C,. In an analogous way we define the Christoffel numbers Sri,,, with regard to the 
weight ‘CL, the corresponding quadrature rule and the constant C 
Now the quadrature method for solving (1.1) consists in approgmating the solution u of (1.1) 
by polynomials u, E &, where the values &k = u,(t&, k = 1,. l . , n, are determined by the 
system of equations 
(A, + KJS, =fn* (l-5) 
A,= ( A!! r . . . n,l r Pt.?1 ) &=(() “” ()j. 
The matrices A,, and K,, and the vector f, are given as follows (m := n - K) [4,6,12,19]: 
if K= 1, 
A, =A;, 
I 
c$ 
A,= AO, : , . 
\ CL', 
K, = K,U, 
0 
K, = K,O : , I I il 
if K = 0, 
if K= -1, 
\ t?l ,n , K,O= (k(xtnjy tn.k)rn,k)j=l,k=l’ 
f = n if K= 1, f,=f,“, if K=o, -1, 
and 
f,O = (f (xm,jJ)~ 1’ 
Finally, the vector &, contains the values &k, namely 
and 
where qn is an additional unknown, which indicates the solvability of (l.l), cf. [1,13,14,19]. Let 
us remark that in all three cases of K the inverses of A,l exist and can be given explicitly, see 
[4,6,12,19], namely 
if K = 0, 
A,;‘= 
bsnr,j \ n”n 
t n.k -Xmj 9 I k= I.j= 1 
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Let &(n, t ,... J and $(n, t ,... 1 be two strictly positive quantities depending on some 
ters n, t,... . If there are positive constants c and C independent from all these 
ters such that c G &n, t, . . . )/#(n, t, . . . ) G C for all n, t, . . . in consideration is valid, 
en we will write f$(n, t ,... )-4/b, t ,... ). Further, by the symbol const. we will denote 
several positive constants whose magnitudes are not of interest. On the other hand, if their 
magnitudes have i*nportance in some respect, then we will use the notations Ci, Ci, i = 1,2,. . . . 
in the following, for the zeros of the polynomials p,, and the corresponding Christoffel 
numbers we give a summary of properties, which we will need in the sequel. Analogous 
erties can be formulated with regard to the polynomials qn. For proofs we refer to 
-l&20]. 
We have the following recurrence formula: 
B,+IPn*,W = (t -qJP,(f) -P,PfJ-I(t), n =% L.9 P-1 =oo, (2 1) . 
with certain coefficients a[, and &. In particular, we have & = pn _ I,n _ I/pn,n, n = 1, 2, . , . , 
where pn,n denotes the leading coefficient of the polynomial pn. Setting tnp = 1, i,,,+ 1 = - 1 
for all n and t,_, = cos emvk, @m,k E [0, P], k = 0,. . . , n + 1, we can state for n = 1, 2,. . . , 
sn- 19 \ (2 21 . 
1 
t9 n.k -t&_,~-, k=l,..., n+l, (2 3) . 
ti 
d 1 -t’ n&-l ’ k=2,...,n+l, 
k 
\l-t,., w -, k= l,..., n, n 
k = l,...,n, 
i3q-p 
n-k+1 
, k = l,...,n, 
n 
, k=l,..., n. 
TheOrem 2.1 (Elliott [3], for (8 see also [12]). If n >/ max{O, K}, then 
(9 %2-,(-g =&(x)7 x E (- 1, 1), 
(2 4) . 
(2 5) . 
(2 6) . 
(2 9 . 
(ii) PnW%-rc+dz) -P,+l(z)q,_,(z) = + , ZEC. 
n+l 
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By crvy, o<y,< 1, r=o, l,..., we denote the Banach space of all r-times continuously 
differentiable complex-valued functions on [ - 1, 11 =: J, whose rth derivative fulfils a Holder 
condition with exponent y. A norm in CrYy is given by 
II U II r,y ‘= c II di) II 00 + C,,,(u) 9 
i=O 
where II u II Q) := sup{ I u(x) I: x E .I} is the norm in the Banach space C of all continuous 
functions on J and 
c,,,(u):=sup(Iu”‘(x)-U(“(Y)l Ix-yl-‘: x, ya, xzy). 
Theorem 2.2 (Junghanns and Silbermann [l&14]). Let a E C”*‘$ f~ Py, kc-, t) E Py, k(x, l ) 
E C’s’ (uniformly with respect to the variables t and x, respectively J and p* = max{O, a p}. If 
p* < y < 1, then the solution of (1 .l) will be an element of Cr*‘, where 8 = min{ 7, y - p*}. 
Let us remark that in case K = - 1 the conditions on the solvability of (1.1) (see Section 1) 
imply that ker(I + LK) is trivial, where A” denotes the left-inverse of A. Therefore, the 
following theorem is applicable in all three cases of K. 
Theorem 2.3 (Berthold and Junghanns [l]). Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 with p* < “J < 1, 
min(r + 8, s + 6) > 2# be satisfied. Then for sufficiently large n the system (1.5) possesses a 
uniquely determined solution 5,. If u is the solution of (1.0, then we have the estimate 
max( I (n,k - u(t,,J I: k = 1,. . . , n) G const: n-min(r+e.s+6)+2~*+E, 
where E > 0 is arbitrarily small. Furthermore, if K = - 1, then for the additional unknown q,, we 
have 
]7jJ +O, asn-+~. 
As mentioned above, in the general case (i.e., if I a 1 or I p I is different from i or a is 
nonconstant) we cannot get the exact values of the tn,k, Xm,j and r,,, by any procedure. In 
order to get approximate values cn,k, Zm,j and ?O,k one can use several iterative methods taking 
account of the fact that both t,,, and Xlpl,j are the eigenvalues of certain tridiagonal symmetric 
matrices, cf. [14]. Consequently, in practice, we do not solve the system (1.5), but the system 
(2 9 . 
where in, &, and fn are defined like A,, K, and f, by replacmg tn,k, xmTi and r,,k by in,&, 
‘mj and &k, respectively. (In case K = - 1, the last columns of A, and A, are supposed to be 
identical). The following three questions are of interest. 
How precise must the approximate values &k, ~M,j tind Fn,k be evallrated such that 
(1) A,z + K, is a regular matrix; 
(2) max{ I en,& - i$ I : k = 1, . . . , n} + 0 as n -+ 00; and, moreover, 
(3) max{ I 6n.k - &k I: k = 1,. . . , n} sg const. l n-min(r+e,s+6)+21r*+P? 
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Let us assume that we have the following estimates: 
- L g const. 
k(n -k+l) 
t nr.k 2tlJ , k=l,..., n, n 
x m.i - &i&j < const. 
j(m -j + 1) 
m2+v * j = l,...,m, 
r - Cl I, 
k(n -k-H) 
n.k : < const. $+P , k=l,..., n, 
withsomev>landp>l. 
2.4. Us&g the properties (2.5) and (2.6) we get 
(2.10) 
\< const: m -v 1 \‘l -xi,j9 
r 
< const:nMp{l - & . 
~o~~bion 2.5. If n is large enough, then I tm,k - fo,k I and I x,,j - Zm,j I will be less than 
t,, - tn,kfL 1, k = l,...,n, and $ix,j-xmj+l 1, j= l,..., 
pro&rty 
, 9 - m, respectively. l%is follows from 
(2.4) and u > 1. 
Conck~sion 2.6. Set & = cos (& & E [O, ~1. Then we have 
0 i sin @n k * sin 6n,k 9 
( ) ii On.k l8,J <const:n-“, 
k=2,...,n - 1; 
k=2 ,..., n-l; 
k=3,...,n-1. 
Anaiogous properties are valid with respect o the zeros x,,j and their approximate values ,6’,,j. 
f. 6) Using the relation sin x w x for x E (0, +T] we get 
sin Gnk sin 1 sin +Gn,k +r - = 1 s.,,} e& - @n k) 
sin Q sin +O,,, sin{ i( 7r - & ,)) - On.kb - o,:,) l 
in case em-k G 6n.k, we derive from Conch&n 2.5 and (2.3), 
l,< 
&.A const. 
-=1+ 
~f2.k -- 0n.k @rl.iG+I - @rz,k 
@rz.k @rl.k 
<I+ 
@rl.k 
gi+- 
k 
c const. 
Otherwise, if & < @,+ then 
I< 
9l.k @“A - 6rl.k On.k - 0.d.i - 1 const .
-=I+ 
e?,, 4l.k 
<I+ o,.,_; - G 1+ k _ 1 4 const. 
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The quotient (‘;r - @n,k )/(n - Q) can be handled similarly. 
(ii) We have 
const.. n -‘/q >, It,,k - fn,, 1 = lcos Q - cos 6n,k I = l@n,k - & 1 sin 0, 
with 0 between en-k and Gnk 
above. 
, . Now one can show that sin 0 m sin Q in the same way as 
(iii) Using 
&- , @*,-,=(o,, , -@n.k-A+ @k@nk) f(@nk-l-&-I), I , 9 I 
(2.3) and Con c usion 1 2.6(ii), on the one hand we get 
R.k - &k_l G const.=(n-’ +n-“). 
On the other hand, we obtain 
6n,k - 6$_l >, const.=n-’ - 2 const.=n-“. 
Since v > 1, the assertion follows. •I 
Now, we are going to estimate the distance between the zeros of pn and 9,. In case 
cu+p=O or cu+J3= - 1 (corresponding to the case when the coefficient a in (1.1) fulfils 
a(l) = a( - 1) and K = 0 or 1) such estimates can be found in [15]. In the more general case in 
consideration here, estimates are given by the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.7. For every j E (1,. . . , YPZ) let i E (1,. . . , n) be chosen such that 
t,,, 1, k = 1,. . . , n. Then 
I X,,j - t,,i f < I Xm,j - 
fXmj , -tn,iI - i/m, j=l,..., m. 
In order to prove the theorem we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.8 (Nevai [18, Theorem 9.331). For all t E J and all n = 1, 2,. . . , we have 
m(t)p,2(t) hr n(t - t~,j~2(\/1-- + ~)-2(Jiil + t)-‘, 
where i E (1,. . . , n) ischosensuch that It-t,,iI < It-t,,,l, k=l,...,n. 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. Applying Lemma 2.8 with t = Xn.,j, we obtain for j = 1,. . . , m, 
1 
( X m,j - t,,i)2 ry ~rn(xm,j)p,2~xm,j~ J1 + i 
( 
l)i(/K + $)2 
1 
h, ~Pff(xm,jl[~E~ + i y2'+'(/- + ;)2Bil 
The last relation follows from (2.7). The relations (2.5), (2.6) and (2.8) with regard to the 
omial system 
Q-1, 1) and m hn 
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(q.n) together with the obvious properties p(x) m (1 -x)--(l(l +x)+-, x E 
yield 
1 
f-- 
m 
ii +X,,j + i -\m, j=l,..., m, * 
1 -q~_,(~,,~)(/~ + t)-2a-1(/~ + t)-*‘-‘, j= I,...,m. 
Finally, using the recurrence formula (2.1) for the polynomials qm, (2.2) and Theorem 2.l(ii), 
We get 
~~(x~.j)q~-I(X,.j)~P~(X~.j)Cl~+~(Xmj)~l. . 
Hence, the assertion follows. o 
In the same way one can prove the following theorem. 
Theorena2.9. Foreueryk~(l,...,n}letl~(1,...,m} bechosensuch that Itnk-x,,J < It 
X 
n,k - 
mj , j= l,...,nr. Then 
3 I 
Itnk * -hn.l~ I ry $m, k=l,..., n. l 
COPOII 2.10. For eL,ery k E { 1, . . . , n) and j E il. . . . , m) the estimate 
const . 
t n.k -x,jI >,- . n 
l-?z,k +/l-xij) . 
is ra!id. If n is sufjiciently large, then as well the relations 
Choose i = i(j) and I= l(k) as in Theorems 2.7 and 2.9, respectiveiy. Then we have 
Itnk-x,,I 3~!'n;~-X,lI+~IX,,j-? 
9 9 . 
This proves tbc first assertion. From this and Conclusion 2.4 we get 
~~k-~m~~~ ltnk-X,jI-Itnk . . . * t -in.kI -Ixm,j-im.jl 
179 
Since u > 1 for large n, the second assertion follows. Finally, we can estimate 
I r;l,k - zm,j 1 I Lk - ‘n,& I + I xm j -zm 
It,kDX,jI 'l+ It,kqX,,jI ' 
j I 
, , . , 
< 1 +const:n’-“Gconst. 
In the same way one can show that 1 tn,k - X,,j I/I fn,k - f,,l,j I < const. q 
Lemma 2.11. For every j E { 1, . . . , m} we have 
<const:n In n. 
Proof. We denote the k th item /l/ ! t,,, - X,,,j I by aj ka By Corollary 2.10 it is easy to see 
that aj,k < const. l n for all k and j. Therefore, it is sufficient to show that 
i-3 n 
c aj,k + c aj,k < const.*n h n, 
k=l k=i+2 
where i E (0,. . . , n + 1) is chosen, such that tn,i <X ,)I, j c t,l,i_ 1 is valid. But this is usually done 
by looking upon &j,k as a Riemann sum (see [ 1,4]). 17 
3. Main results 
Now, we are ab!o to give answers to the questions formulated in the previous section. For a 
vector x, E @” with the components &l&Y k = 1,. . . , n, a norm is given by 
II x,, II 43” ‘=max(lx,& k=19..-5!+ 
We denote the corresponding matrix norm by 
where the X,,j,k are the entries of the (rn X 12) matrix Xn. 
Lemma 3.1 (Berthold and Junghanns [l]). For the matrices Ai and A”,, defined in Section 1, we 
have the estimates 
cn+cm < const: n2a* In n, 
where (T* = max{O, -cy, -p} and p*’ = max{O, LY, p}. 
In the following let N := max{n, m}. 
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Conclusion 3.2. One has 
mma 3.3 (Berthold and Junghanns 111). If 
n t&e matrix J,” := In + AZ Kt is regular and 
min{r + y, s + S} > 2p*, then for suficientl’y large 
0 (J ) 
-I 
fa Cm_Cn < const. 
Codusiw 3.4. Under the condition of Lemma 3.3 for suficienrly large N the matrix J,,, := IN + 
- ‘& is regtdar and m 
_C.v 6 const. 
IfK=lorK=O,then A;‘K, = A”, Kt and the assertion is obvious. Let K = - 1. Then 
N=m and 
where s, 
& E C”, 
Gaussian 
k = l,..., 
= (s, 1, - - - 9 s, * IT. If we are able to estimate 11 J,v, (1 cm 2 const: 11 v,,, II cm for every 
the iroof will be complete. For this aim, firstly, we remember a property of the 
quadrature rule. Since k( 0, t) E Py, we have 
m 
Ck( 
1 1 
x m.j’ tn.k)Sm.j - - 
/ 
k(x, t,Jp(X) dx < QI-‘-~, 
j=l ‘iT -1 
n, C, independent from n. But the integral expression in this estimate equals zero in 
~ _._ 
case K = - 1 (see (1.311, such that 
m 
Ck( X m-j9 tnvk)smJ GC,n-'-Y 
j=l 
holds true. Now, let n be sufficiently large, so that C,QZ-‘-~ < ;, say, and let urn = (v,, i &>‘, 
l’@ E T Since 
we obtain 
max{ll(zfl +RKZ)L;,l~cn~ lsmK,l)vn +Sl) 
We distinguish between two cases. If 16 I -(, 11 L’, [I cm, we estimate by Lemma 3.3, 
1( II: +~~K~~~~ iicn 2 c, II L’, II 43” =c, II 0, II cm. 
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Otherwise, if 15 I > I[ v,, II cm, we have ll<I, +A?Kj$, II rn 2 C, ilq# II cm, too. Furthermore, 
considering the last entry of J,o,, we have 
g s,,j i r,l kk(X,, j’ 
j=l &=l ’ ’ 
Therefore, 
II Jg, II a3m 3 min(C,, f ] max( II un II 439 I & I) = amt. l II u,,~ II cmm 0 
Conclusion 3.5. Under the condition of Lemma 3.3 for sufjFi_cientIy large n the matrk A,, + K, is 
regular and 
1I(A.+K,)-1Ilc~_c~~const.=IIA,‘Ilc~_e”~const.=n2”* In n. 
Now we are going to estimate the differences between the matrices A,,, K, and &, &. 
Lemma 3.6. We have 
lbn -_Al,I[C~~~N~const.=(n1-“+2u* +nlSP) In n. 
Proof. It is obvious that if K = -1 or 0, then II A, -& II p--,p= 11 AZ -2: II cn+p, where 
the notation k”, is self-explanatory. In case M = 1, one has 
r - t, k n,k , . 
From Conclusion 2.4 we deduce that 
n 
CI r -‘n&i n,k , < const: neP 
k=l &=I 
Thus, it remains to estimate II AZ -if II p + cm to complete t.., he proof for all three cases of K. 
We have for each j E { 1,. . . 3 m}, 
n 
c 
k=l 
brn,k bFn,k 
t n,k -*m j , - fn k - zm j . 1 
?n,k --zm,j - ?n,k +xtn,j 
‘n k 7 -‘m,j 
+ k I b , ‘n,k - %k I - I 
k=l I (I . k -zm,j 1 
< c0nst.a n’-” AO, II II cn_,cm 
n 
+ const3P 
i 
&?I It 
1 - t,f,& 
n,k -x*jI’ . 
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nelusion 2.4, Corollary 2.10 and m m n. Now, tiom Lemmas 
mma 3.7. Let g E C’T Then the estimate 
3.1 and 2.11 we get the 
(xmaj) -g(im,)l: j= l,...,m) ~const.~~~Ymin~‘~r+yJ 
. 
Firstly, if r = 0, the assertion follows from 
g(X,_j) -g(Z,,j) < const:[ X,,j -im,jI' < const.~m’“Y. 
, let r 2 1. The mean value theorem yields 
with a certain value x between x,,! and k,,j. Since g’ is bounded on [ - 1, 11, we get the 
assertion. 
Lemma 3.8. We hare 
Proof. For each j E { 1,. . . , m) we can estimate 
A;=1 
k(xm.jy tn.k)-k(zm,j~ ift,k)l + 2 lrn.k-'n,kIlk(xm,j~ 'rz,k)l 
k=l 
< const:(n -V min(l.r+y.stS) + nl -p)_ 
IHere we have used Lemma 3.7, Conclusion 2.4 and Cq =, r,, G = CU. 0 
The following theorem gives the answers to the three questions of &crest. 
3.9. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.3, 
V>Eax 1+2v*+2p*, 
( 
2P* 
min(1, r+y, s+6) I 
and p>1+2p* 
be satisfied. Then for sufficiently large n the matrix A-,, + k,, is regular and 
cV_cV < const..n2p” in n. 
Further, if 5, and & are the uniquely determined solutions of the systems (1.5) and (2.9), 
respectii*ely , then the norm 115, - &, 11 
01~ min{r + 9, s + 6) > 2p* ), 
c % conrverges to zero as n + 00. If, in addition (take notice 
v>max I minjr + 0, s + 6) 1+2a*+min(r+&s+6). - 
\ I min(l, r+y, s+S) ’ 
p > 1 + minjr + 8, s + 6) 
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are ftdfilled, then 
115, _ sl, llcN G const_. ,z ---W+@.s+Q+21r*+~ 
( E > 0 arbitrarily small 1. 
Proof. We have 
&# +K,, = (A, +K,)[ m - (An +KJld,,]9 
where A,, = (A,* + K,,) - (A,, + I?,,). From the Lemmas 3.6 and 3.8 and Conclusion 3.5 we get 
II( A, + K,J-‘A, IICN+~N G const: En, 
where 
E, := n l--v+2p*+2a* ln2n + n-v min(l.r+y.s+6)+2p’ In n + nl -p+2/1* ln2n_ 
Thus, the mentioned norm can be made less that a pcsitive number q < 1 if, say, n >, n,. But 
then I,, - (A,, + IQ- ‘d, is invertible and so is A, + K,,. Furthermore, one has 
from which 
follows. Now we have 
(A,, +K,,)(S;, - 5,) = (E* -f2 + A&l, 
such that 
II& - 5,,llc~ G const=~,l, 
by the Lemmas 3.6-3.8 and the fact that 11 (,I II c~ G const. (following from Theorem 2.3). Using 
the assumptions on u and p we get E,* + 0 as n + 00. Finally, if we take into account the 
additional assumptions on v and p, we obtain the estimate about the convergence rate. 0 
4. Concluding remarks 
Remark 4.1. Suppose that for the SnnruiTnstp values in,k, ~,~,j, ?n,k wc have the estimates U~~“V.U r--_--’ 
I t n,k - n,k i 1 <const:n-“-l, k = l,..., n, 
I 
x  
.- I?1 ,_I x’ ,n jI < const:m-“-‘, j= l,..., m, ( ) 4.1 1 
I r n.k -?,i,k i < const.*KP-l, k = l,..., n, 
which, obviously, imply (2.10). Advantageously, the verification of (4.1) would be simpler than 
the verification of (2.10). On the other hand, the conditions (4.1) blot out the fact that if k = $ 
and j = +m, the precision of the corresponding approximate values is allowed to be less than in 
the other cases, namely O( n -“), O( m -“I and O(n -9, respectively. 
184 D. Berthold / Stability of classical collocation 
Remark 4.2. The case when the coefficient b in (1.1) is nonconstant is more complicated. 
Assume that b is Niilder continuous with exponent q and possesses zeros in [ - 1, I]. If for 
some 11 a zero t,_j of pn coincides with a zero of 6, then t,,i is equal to a certain zero X,.j of 
m and the corresponding matrix A, must be modified. klore precisely, the jth row of A, is 
replaced by a row having the entries U(X,,j)o(X,,j)S,,i, k = 1,. . . , n, where a,,,, denotes the 
Kronecker delta (cf. [3,4,14]). Now, the problem consists in finding a suitable criterion to decide 
whether an approximate zero in,j should be considered as “equal” to a zero of b or not, in 
order to ensure a correct definition of the matrix k,. A precise investigation of this topic is not 
yet done. 
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